Rapid prototyping of Nanoroughened polydimethylsiloxane surfaces for the enhancement of immunomagnetic isolation and recovery of rare tumor cells.
Traditional immunomagnetic assays for the isolation and recovery of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) usually require sophisticated device or intense magnetic field to simultaneously achieve high capture efficiency and high throughout. In this study, a simple microfluidic chip featured with nanoroughened channel substrate was developed for effectively capture and release of CTCs based on an immunomagnetic chip-based approach. The nanoroughened substrate aims to increase the cell-surface contact area, facilitate the immobilization of magnet particles (MPs) and accommodate cell attachment tendency. Hep3B tumor cells were firstly conjugated with MPs that were functionalized with anti-EpCAM. Comparing with the flat channel, MPs modified tumor cells can be more effectively captured on nanoroughened substrate at the presence of the magnetic field. Upon the removal of magnetic field, these captured cells can be released from the device and collected for further analysis. Under the optimum operating conditions, the capture efficiency of tumor cells was obtained as high as ~90% with a detection limit of 10 cell per mL. Additionally, recovery rates of trapped tumor cells at various densities all exceeded 90% and their biological potencies were well retained by investigating the cell attachment and proliferation. Therefore, the present approach may potentially be used in clinical CTC analysis for cancer diagnosis and prognosis as well as the fundamental understanding of tumor metastasis.